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A general stochastic integral equation of the form x(t; ~o)~ h(t; oJ)-~ 
f~f(t, s, x(s; co); oJ) ds ~ f0g(t, s, x(s; oJ); ~o) dfl(s; co) is studied, where t >~ 0, 
co • f2, (~2, d ,  P) is a complete probability space, and fl(t; ¢o) is a Brownian 
motion process. The concept of a bounded integral vector contractor is utilized to 
obtain very general conditions for the existence of solutions to the stochastic 
integral equation. The existence theorems are then applied to give stability 
results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of contractors by Altman (1973) has been extended recently by 
Lee and Padgett (1977a) to the case of random operators on Banach spaces. 
Also, Lee and Padgett (1977b) used the techniques of random contractors to 
investigate a general random integral equation of mixed type in the form 
t 
x(t; ~) = h(t; ~) + f. a(t. s. x(s; ~); ~) ds 
f? + b(¢, s, ~(s; ~); ~) ds, t >~ 0. (1.1) 
The purpose of the present paper is to utilize the contractor concept o study 
a general stochastic integral equation of the form 
~(t; ~) = h(,; ~) + fo f(t, ~, x(s; ~); ~) as 
f0 4- g(t, s, x(s; ~o); w) dfi(S; ~o), t >~ 0, (1.2) 
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where fi(t; co) is a Brownian motion process. Equations such as (1.2) involving 
stochastic integrals arise frequently in the study of stochastic systems, and hence 
the investigation of existence of random solutions and stability properties of 
(1.2) are of importance. 
In Section 2, we define what is meant by a bounded integral vector contractor 
which will be used in the main existence results of Section 3. Also in Section 2, 
we state the definition of various function spaces and other definitions and 
lemmas for reference later in the paper. In Section 4, some stability results for 
(1.2) will be given. 
The results obtained here generalize arlier work of Hardiman and Tsokos 
(1974), Lee and Padgett (1977b), and Rao and Tsokos (1975). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (f2, d ,  P) be a complete probability space. We shall suppose that there 
is a set of sub-a-algebras d~,  t ~ R + = [0, oo), in ~ such that d~ C ~ if s < t. 
Furthermore, we shall assume that the process 13(t; co) in (1.2) is a standard 
Brownian motion process adapted to ~¢t such that fi(t + h; co) -  fi(t; co), 
h > 0, is independent of ~¢t. 
We shall now define some specific function spaces which are needed in this 
study. Let x(t; co) be a second order stochastic process adapted to sac t . 
Denote 
H x(t; co)flL2 = {~[x(t; co)]2}1/~, (2.1) 
where E(-) is the usual expectation with respect o (~, ~,  P). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C =-C(R+,L2) denote the space of all functions 
x(t; co) adapted to sJ~ such that (i) [] x(t; co)llL~ % o% and (ii) for each t ~ R +, 
the map t ~ I] x(t; co)[Iz 2 is continuous [Tsokos and Padgett (1974)]. We shall 
induce a topology on C by the family of semi-norms 
]l x(t; co)[In ~ sup II x(t; co)rrL~. (2.2) 
t~[o,~] 
It  is known that this topology is metrizable and the resulting metric space is 
a Fr6chet space. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let C1 =-- Cz(A, L2) denote the space of all real functions 
x(t, s; co) defined for 0 ~< s ~ t < c~, co ~ f2, such that (i) x(t, s; co) is adapted 
to ~¢~ and (ii) for each ( t , s )~A ={( t , s ) :0  ~<s ~t  < oo}, the mapping 
A ---II x(t, s; co)JIL~ is continuous. As before, we define a topology on C1 by the 
family of semi-norms []x(t, s; CO)IlL 2 = sup0<s<~<~ I] x(t, S; co)[jL ~ . This topology 
is metrizable and yields a Frfichet space. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. [Tsokos and Padgett (1974)] Let Cu denote the space 
of all functions in C that satisfy the condition 
LI x(t; ~)IIL~ ~ K .u(t) 
where u(t) > 0 is a given continuous function and K is some positive constant. 
It is known that C~ is a Banach space when a norm, t] " Hcu, is defined by 
[] ~(t; o~)l[cu = sup 'I II x(t; (-O)HL2~ 
,~0 ~ u( t ) ~ " 
DEFINITION 2.4. I f  u(t) ~ 1 in Definition 2.3, we shall denote the corre- 
sponding C~ by C b . 
DEFINITION 2.5. 
that 
Let C1, u denote the space of all functions x(t,s;~o) in Clsuck 
II x(t, s; o~)llL 2~ Ku(t) u(s) 
for some constant K ~ 0 and bounded positive continuous function u(t). I t  
is easily shown that C1,~ is a Banach space with norm II " Ilcl. ~ defined by 
[l x(t,  s; ~)[[cl,~ = sup l llx(t's;~°)llL~l 
o<,<*<~ u(t) u(s) " 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let B and D be Banach spaces in C. The pair (B, D), 
is said to be admissible with respect o the operator T if and only if T(B) C D. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let B be a Banach space in a Fr6chet space F. B is said 
to be stronger than F if every sequence that converges in the norm of B also 
converges in the topology of F. 
The following lemma, whose proof is similar to one given by Tsokos and 
Padgett (1974), is stated here for later reference. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T be a continuous linear operator from C 1 to C. Let B and D 
be Banach spaces tronger than (5'1 and C, respectively. Then T is continuous 
from B into D, provided (B, D) is admissible with respect to T. 
We shall now introduce the concept of a bounded integral vector contractor 
of a pair of functions. Let B and D be Banach spaces stronger than C 1 and C, 
respectively. Define the integral operators T 1 and 7'2 on B by 
(Tlx)(t; oO = fo x(t, s; o,) ds (2.3) 
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and 
(T2x)(t; oo) = fo* x(t, s; oJ) d[3(s; ~o). (2.4) 
Let us assume that (B, D) is admissible with respect to T a and T 2. Let 
F(t, s, x; w) and G(t, s, x; oJ) be two real-valued functions defined for (t, s) e A, 
x E R, and o0 e ~ such that F(t, s, x(s; co); oJ) and G(t, s, x(s; o~); o~) belong to B 
whenever x(s; o~) ~ D. 
DEFINITION" 2.8. The vector of functions (F, G) is said to have a bounded 
integral vector contractor (1"1,1"2) with respect o (B, D) if 
(i) for each (t, s)~ A, x(s; ~)~ D, there exist bounded linear operators 
1,1(t, s, x(s; o~)) and 1,2(t, s, x(s; ~o)) from D to B such that [1 1,1 ]1 and [] 1,2 [] are 
continuous and [] 1,1(t, s, x(s; ~o))[1 + ]1 1"2( t, s, x(s; o~))[] ~ Q(t), where Q(t) is 
a bounded continuous function; 
(ii) for each x(s; ~o), y(s; oJ) ~ D, (t, s) ~ A, there exist constants %,  % > 0 
such that 
[IF(t, s, x(s; ~o) -k y(s; ~o) + (Tal"~(s , ,, x(,; oJ))y)(s; ~o) 
-¢- (T21,2(s , r, x(~'; w))y)(s; ~o); co) - -F( t ,  s, x(s; o~); w) 
- -  (1,1(t, s, x(s; oo))y)(t, s;o0][. ~< a. []y liD, 
and 
[I G(t, s, x(s; ~o) q-y(s; oJ) q- (T1FI(s , r, x(r; w))y)(s; co) 
+ (T2r2(s, ~, x(~; ~,) y)(s; o,); o,) - -  G(t, s, x(s; o,); o,) 
- (F2(t, s, x(s; ~o~)y)(t, s; ~o)tl~ ~< ~2 Ily II~. 
The vector (~1, a2) will be called the vector of contractor constants. 
If x(t, s; ~o) ~ C~, then it is known [Rao and Tsokos (1975) and Tsokos and 
Padgett (1974)] that the operators T 1 and T 2 given by (2.3) and (2.4) are con- 
tinuous linear operators from C1 into C. Hence, if a pair of spaces (B, D), with 
B stronger than C 1 and D stronger than C, are such that (B, D) is admissible 
with respect o Ti ,  it follows from Lemma 2.1 that Ti is a bounded linear 
operator from B into D, i = 1, 2. Thus, there are constants K~ and K 2 such that 
![ Tax ][D ~ K1 x 11~, (2.5) 
[[ T2x lID ~< K2 x [Is. (2.6) 
Throughout he rest of the paper, the following conditions will be assumed 
to hold for the functions f and g appearing in Eq. (1.2): The functions f and g 
map A × R × /2 into R such that x(s; oJ)~ C implies that f(t,  s, x(s; ~o); co) 
and g(t, s, x(s; ~); w) are in C. 
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Under the above assumptions, it is easily shown that the two integrals 
appearing in Eq. (1.2) are well-defined for all x(s; oJ) ~ C. 
DEFINITION 2.9. x(t; ~) will be called a solution of Eq. (1.2) if x(t; w) E C 
and satisfies Eq. (1.2) almost surely (a.s.). 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall utilize the concept of abounded integral vector con- 
tractor to investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the stochastic 
integral Eq. (1.2). In what follows B and D will denote Banach spaces tronger 
than C. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the stochastic integral Eq. (1.2) satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i) h(t; ~) eD;  
(ii) the pair (B, D) is admissible with respect o the operators T 1 and T 2 ; and 
(iii) the vector of functions ( f, g) has a bounded integral vector contractor 
(1"1,1"2) with the vector of contractor constants (~1, a2)- 
Then there exists a solution to Eq. (1.2), provided KI~ 1 + K2a 2 < 1, where 
K 1 and K 2 are defined in eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). 
Remark. Condition (iii) on f and g in the Theorem is weaker than the usual 
Lipschitz condition. Indeed, if 1", = 1"2 ~ 0, condition (iii) reduces to Lipschitz 
condition on f and g. However, if 1"1, 1"2 @ 0, it is not difficult to construct 
an example to show that condition (iii) of the Theorem is in fact weaker. It 
should be remarked that whereas the Lipschitz condition leads to a unique 
solution, the present condition, in general, does not yield a unique solution. 
Proof. Consider the sequence {x~} C D defined by 
X.+x(t; o~) = x.(t; ~) - [y.(t; ~,) + fo' r.(t, s, x.(s; ~))y.(s; ~) ds 
+ ~o~ r~(t, s, x.(s; ~,))y.(s; ~) d~(s; ~)] 
where 
y~(t; oJ) = x,~(t; ~) --  h(t; o~) --  f ( t ,  s, xn(s; co); m) ds 
t 
- ~ g(t, s, x.(s; ~); o.) d~(s; ~) 
and x o ~ D. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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The admissibility of the pair (B, D) with respect o the operators 7'1, I'2, 
and assumption (i) clearly imply that x . ,  y~ ~ D for n = 1, 2,.... We shall now 
demonstrate hat lim~+~ ]]y~ ]1o = 0. From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
y~+~(t; w) ~ - fo*f(t, s, x.(s; ~) -y~(s;  ~o) - fos Fa(s , r, x~(r; oJ)) yn(r; oo) dr 
- - fo  g F2(s, T, X.(T; ~0)) y.(T; OJ) aft(T; ~o); ~) as 
- f~ g(t, s, x.(s; ~) -y . ( s ;  ~) - fo ~ r~(s, T, x.(T; ~))y.(T; ~)aT 
- ff  F~(s, ~, x.(T; ~))y~(T; ~) a~(~; ~); ~) a~(s; ~o) 
- f~ r~(t, s, x.(s; o))) y.(s; ~o) as 
-- fo ~ F2(t, s, x.(s; w)) yn(s; ~o) aft(s; oJ) 
+ fo'f(t, s, x.(,; 0)); ~o) as + long(t, ,, x.(s; ~o); ~) dB(s; ,o). (3.3) 
Noting that (B, D) is admissible with respect to T 1 and T~, we obtain 
[I Yo+~(t; ~)FI~ ~ X~ Ill(t, s, x.(s; ~) -- y.(s; ~) 
- fo* G(~, ~, x.(T; ~)) y.(T; ~) aT 
- fo g r~(~, T, ~.(~; ~))y.(T; ~) ap(~; ~); ~) 
- s ( , , . ,  x.(,; x.(.;  )11. 
+ ". ll. (', ', xo('; -) - . - ( ' ;  -) 
- fo" r~(s, T, ~.(T; ~)) y.(T; ~) aT 
- fo ~ r~(s, T, ~.(T; ~))y.(T; ~) a~(~; ~); ~) 
--g(t, s, Xn(S; ¢o); o)) - -  F2(t, s, x.(s; oJ))y.(s; o~)H." (3.4) 
Using the hypothesis (iii) onf  and g, we obtain 
I1 y~+1 I]~ ~ (K1~1 + g~%)ll y .  liD" (3.5) 
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Because (Kaa, + K2a2) < 1, it follows that lim,~+~ IIY,~ []D = 0. From Eq. (3.1) 
and Definition 2.8, it follows that 
<~ (K, v7 Ks)Q* Ily~ HD 
<~ (g~ + K2) Q*(KI% -{- K~%) ~-~ ][Y0 lID (3.6) 
where Q* = supt Q(t). Equation (3.6) implies that {x~} is a Cauchy sequence 
and hence there exists an x e D such that lim~o~ xn = x. The assertion of the 
theorem now follows from Eq. (3.2). | 
The following theorem is useful in applications, where the Banaeh spaces 
C~ are utilized. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u(t) > 0 be continuous uch that fo [u(t) + u2(t)] dt < co. 
Let the stochastic integral Eq. (1.2) satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) h(t; w) ~ C~ ;
(ii) If(t, s, x; os)l + l g(t, s, x; o~)] ~< u(t)[z(s; ~) + y(t, s)l x I] a.s., for 
0 <~ s <~ t, where z(s; ~) is a second order random process in Cu and y(t, s) > 0 
is a bounded continuous function defined for s <~ t; and 
(iii) for each t ~ R+, there exist linear operators l~a(t) and I~(t) on L 2 such 
that for x(s; w), y(s; w) ~ C~(s ~ t), 
[] F~(t) x(s; w)llz~, [] F2(t ) x(s; oo)]lL ~ ~ Ku(t)[[ x(s; co)IlL 2 
for some constant K > 0, and 
- f ( t ,  s, x(s; o~); ~o) - (&y)(s ;  ~o) ~ ~< ~1 !ry(s; ~o)ll~ 
and 
- -  g(t, s, x(s; ~o); w) -- (F2y)(s; ~) L2 < % ][ y(s; oJ)l[L 2 . 
Then there exists a solution x(t; o)) of Eq. (1.2) such that E(x(t; co)) 2 <~ u2(t), 
provided Kla 1 + 1<22% < 1. 
Proof. We shall demonstrate that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 imply 
those of Theorem 3.1 with B = C1. ~ and D = C~. 
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First, we shall show that (C1,~, C~) is admissible with respect o T 1 and T 2 . 
Let x ~ C 1,~. Then 
II(Tlx)(t; co)[]L~ f0 t u(t) ~ l] x(t, s; co)HL2[u(t)]-t ds 
~< sup 'l l] x(t, s; co)]lL~ }f0 * ~>s>o u(t) u(s) u(v) dv ~-~ M [I x llq,~ 
for some constant M > 0. This implies that Tlx ~ C~. Similarly, for x e C1.~, 
- -  Jn E[x(t, s; w)]2[u(t)] -~ u2(t) 
tjl x(s; ~)JL~ (~ u~(s) d, 
~>s~0sup t ~(t) u2(s) ) Jo 
2 M r]x rlq,~, 
which implies that Tax ~ C~. Thus, (C1, ~ , C~) is admissible with respect o 
both T~ and T2. Condition (ii) implies thatf(t, s, x(s; ~); w) andg(t, s, x(s; oJ); ~o) 
are in C1, u whenever x(s; ~o) ~ C~. 
Also, it is easily demonstrated that condition (iii) implies the existence of 
a bounded integral vector contractor for the vector (f, g). In fact, the contractor 
is the vector (F 1 ,/~2) with contractor constants (~1, a2). Thus, all the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the proof is complete. | 
Another special case of Theorem 3.1, for the bounded second order random 
processes on R +, is now given. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let the stochastic integral Eq. (1.2) satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) h(t; o~) ~ c~ ; 
(ii) I f(t ,  s, x; w)] _L i g(t~,s, x; ~o)] ~ y(t, s) ] x [ a.s., for 0 ~ s < t, where 
7(t, s) > 0 is such that supt>o fo[7(t, s) + y2(t, s)] ds < ~;  
(iii) same as (iii) of Theorem 3.2 except that F1(t ) and I'~(t) are bounded 
linear operators on L 2 such that 
Ii I~l(t)y(s; w)]lL2 -]-[J I~2(t)y(s; w)HL~ ~ K7(t, s)][y(s; ¢o)llz ~ 
for some constant K ~ O. 
Then there exists a solution x(t; co) of (1.2) such that sup~>o E[x(t; oJ)] ~ < o9. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 parallels that of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and hence 
is omitted. 
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We next prove a theorem concerning the uniqueness of solutions of Eq. (1.2). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Assume, in 
addition, that the linear integral equation 
t 
y(t; co) + ~o Fl(t' s, x(s; co)) y(s; w) ds ~- fo Fe(t, s, x(s; m))y(s; m) dfi(s; w) 
= z(t; oo), (3.7) 
where x(t; oJ), z(t; oo)~ D, has a solution in D. Then Eq. (1.2) has a unique 
solution. 
Proof. Let xl(t; w), x2(t; w) be two solutions in D of the Eq. (1.2) corre- 
sponding to two functions hl(t; ~o) and ha(t; w). Then 
x~(t; o~) - x~(t; ,o) 
= hi(t; w) -- h2(t; ~) + [f(t, s, xl(s; oJ); co) - - f ( t ,  s, x~(s; ~o); co)] ds 
s; -t- [g(t, s, x~(s; co); w) -- g(t, s, x2(s; co); oJ)] d[3(s; ~). (3.8) 
Letting z(t; oJ) : xl(t; co) -  x2(t; w), we are able to conclude from the fact 
that (3.6) has a solution for every z and x that there is ay(t; ~o) ~ D such that 
fo G xl(t; oJ) -- x2(t; ~o) ~ z(t; co) = y(t; oo) q- 1"1(t , s, x2(s; e)))y(s; m) ds 
t 
-[- fo T'2(t' s, x2(s; ~o)) y(s; oo) dfi(s; oJ). (3.9) 
Using (3.9) in (3.8) and after some simplification, we obtain 
II y(t; ~)1[~ ~ II hi(t; ~)  - -  h~(t;~)[l~ + (K1~1 + K~)  II y(t; ~)]ID • (3.10) 
Noting that Kla 1 @ K2~ e < 1, we get 
!]y(t; ~)IID 
1 - -  K I~ ~ - -  K~2 
I] hi(t; ~,) - -  h2(t; ~,)IIz, • (3.11)  
If ha(t; oJ) = h2(t; co), it follows that y = 0, which in view of (3.9) implies that 
xl(t;  ~)  = x~(t; o~). ! 
The theorems given here will be applied in the next section to obtain some 
stability properties of the stochastic integral Eq. (1.2). 
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4. SOME STABILITY RESULTS 
In this section we shall give sufficient conditions under which the stochastic 
system (1.2) is stable. Specifically, we shall discuss two kinds of stability for 
this system: exponential stability in the mean and bounded input-bounded 
output stability. Results for other kinds of stability can similarly be formulated 
for (1.2). 
DEFINITION 4.1. The stochastic system (1.2) is said to be exponentially 
stable in the mean i f  E[h(t; 0))]2 ~< Me -~,  t >/O, where A, )'1 are positive 
constants, implies E[x(t, w)] ~ ~< Be -~,  where B > 0 and 0 < 3 L ~ )'1 are 
constants. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The stochastic system (1.2) is said to be bounded input- 
bounded output stable (B.I.B.O. stable) in Banach space D if 
(i) Ii h(t; o))[]9 ~ M implies ]1 x(t; co)]19 <~ M 1 for some M 1 > 0; and 
(ii) for all 3 >0,  there exists an ~ =c(3)  such that e(3) -+0 as 3 -+0 
and [I h(t; w)[[9 ~ 3 implies ]1 x(t; w)ll9 <~ e for all t />  0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the stochastic system (1.2) satisfy the foUowing conditions: 
(i) rI h(t; o))H G <~ -de -,lt, t >~ O, for some positive constants A and 71 ; 
(ii) If(t, s, x; co)] + ] g(t, s, x; oo)J <~ e-~lt[z(s; oJ) + q(t, s) I x l] a.s. where 
z(t; oJ) e-~ t E Cb, 71 >/ 31 > 0 and q(t, s) > 0 is a bounded continuous function; 
and 
(iii) same as (iii) of Theorem 3.2 with u(t) = Be -~1~, for some B > O. 
Then (1.2) is exponentially stable in the mean provided Kla I + K2% < 1. 
Proof. Condition (i) together with the fact 71 >~ 3z imply that h(t; ~o) ~ Cu 
with u(t) = Be-e~ . The result now follows from Theorem 3.2. | 
Finally, the following theorem gives conditions for B.I.B.O. stability of (1.2). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.4 be satisfied with the additional 
restriction f(t,  s, O; ~o) = g(t, s, O; w) ~ 0 a.s. Then the stochastic system (1.2) 
is B.LB.O. stable. 
Proof. From Eq. (3.11) it follows that if h 1 = h and h 2 = 0, then 
1 + 9"(/£1 + G)  
II x(t; oJ)IID ~< (1 -- K1~1 --/£2%) II h(t; ~)[]D • 
Equation (4.1) clearly implies the B.I.B.O. stability of (1.2). | 
(4.1) 
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